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F{ote: Attempt questions from all Sections as per directions.

Section-A

1. Attempt all parts of this section.Answer in bri ef. (2x 10:2C)

(a) Define Granularity of a Lock.

(b) Differentiate between Homogeneous and l-feterogeneous

distributed database system.

(c) What is check point based recovery?

(d) What do yolt mean by distributed objects?

(e) Draw the architecture for locking scheduler.

(0 What do you tnean by fragmentation?

G) What are commit protocols?
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What is Repiication?

What do you mean by multidata base system?

What are the objectives of data distribution?

t)

Section-B

Attempt any fir,e questions from this section.

(a) What is Recovery in Message Passing Systems'? Explain

concept of inconsistent states.

(b) Justify the statement :

"Semi join can be used to reduce the cost of a join
operation in a distributed environment."

Explain the cost based query optim tzattonfor Distributed

Database in detail.

(d) Defrne Distributed Deadlock detection. Also explain the

Edge-Chasing Algorithm tor distributed Deadlock

detectioll.

(e) Explain F lat and }riested Distributed -fransaction with
suitable example.

(c)
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(0 Write short notes on the followirg with examples :

(i) Human oriented w-orkflow:

(ii) Describe the various existing way of handling

workflorv with example.

G) I)escribc'fransaction IVIodel. What are the termination
conditions of transaction? :

(h) I)escribe 2-Ptrrase Commit Protocol. What are the

demerits of this protocol? I{orv 2PC is difftrent from
3PC?

Section-C

Attempt any fwo questions frorn this section.

( 15 *2:30)

3. Explain Conflict and View Serial izabtlity rvith example.

4. r)iscuss the follow'ing w ith suitable exarnple :

(r) Orphan messages

(ii) Inconsistent nlessages.

5. Explain the various phrases in distributed query processing

in detail.


